Speer Reloading Guide
western powders - accurate powder - 1 western powders edition 5.0 this guide is intended to be used as a
reference. each individual handloader must determine what is the best and safest load for their .38 super ipsc
loads list - k8nd - .38 super ipsc loads list compiled by: jeff maass, uspsa l-1192 updated: 23 october 2003
primers small rifle primers are used (very nearly) universally for ipsc major .38 super loads, as the cup is harder
and resists the hellacious pressures extant. .40 s&w ipsc loading data - maass' resources - .40 s&w ipsc loads
list compiled by: jeff maass, uspsa l-1192 updated: 24 october 2003 double charges most of the loads listed below,
especially using the heavier bullets, use powder charges which barely fill 1/3 of the .40s&w case.
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